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Managing cash and investments

10 December 2015
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Agenda

• Understanding your church’s risks and priorities

• Cash – what is it good for?

• Principal investment asset types

• Ethical considerations

• Accessing investments
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Which financial objectives should we prioritise?

• Depends on what we are holding funds for. 

• Working capital
– safety first: security and liquidity

• Future spend (restricted/designated funds or contingency)
– certainty of capital value at a future date

• Long term balances (designated, endowed, or free reserves)

– Need to make best use of these resources – generate 

income, preserve real long term spending power
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Cash and investments: risks may include –

• Default – loss of charity’s assets
• Liquidity – can’t access when needed

• Income – can’t meet spending plans
• Capital value – market price falls

• Inflation – loss of spending power

• Ethical – investments contradict our work
• Reputational – offence to stakeholders

• Currency – affecting income and value
• Costs/efficiency – loss of net returns
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Investment risk ... for charities

• Funds for expenditure? greatest threat is loss of nominal value

• Long term reserves? the greatest threat is inflation

• Different from other investor groups

– Time horizon

– Ethical considerations

– Trustee law: even-handedness between beneficiaries

– Taxation

• ‘Risk’ = potential for failure to meet your objectives
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Cash – what is it good for?
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Real value of long term cash holdings

Sources: Bloomberg, ONS. Yearly data based on monthly average RIP and 3-month LIBOR. 

Accumulated real (i.e. after inflation) returns for five year periods ending 31 December

How the mighty have fallen: 

cumulative returns from cash over 5 year periods
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If it has to be cash …

• Safety must come first

– Liquidity versus lock-in

– Government guarantees?

– New bail-in regime

• Consider diversifying across multiple institutions

– Though pool is shrinking

– Cash funds can be a good option

• But be sure you know what you are getting

Risks are asymmetric – get your priorities right
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If not cash, then what? Other principal asset types
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Fixed income / ‘bonds’

• A loan made to the bond issuer (government or company) at a given rate of 

interest for a known length of time

• e.g. 4% for 20 years = £4 a year.

• At ‘maturity’ the bond is ‘redeemed’ at which point the principal is repaid at 

‘par’, i.e. £100

• Bonds can be traded between investors, and price moves throughout the 

bond’s life – inverse direction to the percentage income yield

Hence:

• Steady income

• Predictable capital value if held to maturity

• But vulnerable to effects of inflation – income and nominal capital are fixed
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UK 10 year bond yield

Source: Bloomberg (20.01.2015
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Equities

• Equities

– Rising income over time: company shares pay dividends

– Capital growth in good companies: share prices rise over time

– No limit to upside

• But

– Volatility

– Need to diversify
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Why are equities regarded as ‘risky’?

• Total returns are volatile

• Headlines focus on capital returns (share prices) 

Source: Barclays  

Capital returns are more volatile than income 
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Income is more reliable than prices
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• As a percentage, dividend income from shares is currently 

significantly higher than income from cash or bonds

• In absolute terms, it can be expected to grow over time 
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Forecast asset class returns
Normally we would expect returns to fall within …

Source: CCLA.  Forecasts are as at 30 June 2015 and are subject to change.
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Longer horizon, greater confidence

Forecast range of annualised returns, global equities

1 year 5 years

Based on forecast total real return and standard deviation, global equities (unhedged). 
Source: Towers Watson / CCLA. Forecasts are as at 30  June 2015 and are subject to change. Time transforms risk 
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Real return from UK equities vs gilts, 1960-2014

Source: Barclays Capital / CCLA
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Commercial property

• Currently a high yielding asset class; average percentage rental 
income higher than income from equities or bonds

• Contractual income, rising over time

• Like equities, a ‘real’ asset expected to deliver growth over time

Source: IPD/BoE/BNP  
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Accessing investments
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Diversification

• One of two considerations (along with ‘suitability’) specified in trustee 
investment duties

• What does it mean? Maintain a wide spread of assets, but also:

• Understand the risks you are taking, and why

• And how these work together
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Market review – 10 year returns to 30 November 2015

Sources: Bloomberg, IPD: FTSE All-Share Total Return Index, FTSE All-World Total Return Index, FTSE UK Govt All-Stocks Total Return Index, IPD Monthly 

Total Return Index*, 7 Day LIBID, Retail Price Index* (*lagged a month to give a contemporaneous picture).
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Diversification within asset classes: 
not just about numbers

Capital weighted index – the FTSE 100 is dominated by 

three sectors – Banks, Oils, Healthcare

Top 10 companies make up >50% of market by value

... and dividend risk can 

also be concentrated 
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Accessing investments cost-effectively

Two routes to market:

• Direct ‘segregated’ purchase of individual shares, bonds, properties

• Pooled funds serving multiple investors with common objectives

• Larger portfolios may use a combination of both

• For most charities and churches, pooled funds are the realistic option

• Some are designed specifically for charities

– Governance, cost and tax advantages

– May address ‘all round’ long term investment needs, or individual 
asset types
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Type of Screen Investment Rationale Three COIF Funds* COIF Ethical Fund

Responsible Filters

FTSE ESG ratings - 3/0**

No independent audit
Materiality - risk avoidance � �

Ethical Exclusions

Failed engagement (after 3 yrs)

All client led

� �(additional)

Tobacco - % of turnover 33 10

Alcohol - % turnover 10

Gambling - % turnover 33 (online gambling only) 10

Pornography - % turnover 33(producers only) 10

Cluster munitions & landmines � �

Strategic military sales 

- % turnover
10

Nuclear weapons - whole �

Nuclear weapons - key parts �

Oppressive regimes (currently

Sudan/Burma)
�

High interest rate lending 

- % turnover
10

Poor marketing of breast milk 

substitutes

�(FTSE4Good)

Abortifacients screen �

Energy coal extraction - % turnover 10

FTSE ESG ratings – performance <2** �

Screens across the COIF Charity Funds*

* Investment, Global Equity Income and Fixed Interest Funds

** risk/performance rating 
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COIF Charities Ethical Investment Fund

Asset allocation 30.09.2015
Annual dividend history as at 31 December
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Performance shown before management fees and expenses: net returns will differ after the 
deduction of fees and charges. Please note that past performance is no guarantee of future returns. 

Investments in long term funds can go up and down in value and you may not get back the amount 
originally invested.

Comparator - Composite: From 01.01.12 MSCI UK All Cap 45%, MSCI Europe Ex UK (50%
Hedged) 10%, MSCI North America (50% Hedged) 10%, MSCI Pacific (50% Hedged) 10%, IPD All

Properties 5%, BarCap Gilt 15% & 7 Day LIBID 5% and to 31.12.11 FTSE All-Share 60%, FTSE All-
World Developed Ex UK 20%, IPD All Properties 10% and FTSE UK Government All Stocks 10%.

Source CCLA
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Questions and discussion

Heather Lamont

Director, Client Investments

CCLA

Heather.Lamont@ccla.co.uk

020 7489 6058

www.ccla.co.uk

@Heather_CCLA
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Regulatory information and risk warning

We do not represent that this information, including any third party information, is accurate or complete and it 
should not be relied upon as such. Opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice.

The services described are provided by CCLA Investment Management Limited (CCLA), a firm authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  This document is issued for information purposes only and is not a 
solicitation to buy or sell any investment.  Nothing in the document should be deemed to constitute the provision 
of financial, investment or other professional advice.  

Past performance is not an indication of future performance. Values of investments, and any income derived
from them, may fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount you invested. Exchange rate changes
may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of investments. The levels and bases of, and relief
from, taxation may change. You should obtain tax advice where appropriate before proceeding with any
investment. Investments in higher yielding bonds issued by borrowers with lower credit ratings may result in a
greater risk of default and have a negative impact on income and capital value. Income payments may constitute
a return of capital in whole or in part. Income may be achieved by foregoing future capital growth. There may be
additional risks associated with investment in emerging and developing markets.

Where reference is made to Funds CCLA is the appointed Manager and these may be Unregulated Collective
Investment Schemes. The Funds may deal infrequently and may limit redemption. Share values may reflect
fluctuations in property and share prices. Fund charges may be applied to capital which may result in capital
erosion.

Any forward-looking statements are based upon our current opinions, expectations and projections. We
undertake no obligation to update or revise these. Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated.
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Senator House, 85 Queen Victoria Street, London EC4V 4ET

www.ccla.co.uk


